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Materials and methods    

Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs) and IT technology 

are not necessary to run good trails. One method of 

producing an inexpensive trail at Newquay Zoo is to 

offer visitors a free A4 guided map with trail clues. 

These are easily photocopied and available at the zoo 

entrance from a series of leafl et holders. The trail leads 

visitors around the zoo to fi nd a series of colourful 

painted clipboards or temporary A4 or A3 sign frames. 

These trail boards hold laminated sheets which, like 

the clue sheets, can be easily produced and printed 

using simple Desk Top Publishing (DTP) packages such as 

Microsoft Publisher. A ‘prize draw’ box is placed in the 

zoo shop (or zoo exit) to encourage completion of trail 

sheets. Results are monitored and collated on a data-

base, then original sheets are shredded and recycled. 

Another possibility is to distribute trail sheets through 

your website as a downloadable pdf fi le for visitors to 

print off before visiting the zoo.

Puzzles, code breaking, clues and clever ways to 
conceal answers 
These all work well on trail maps or sheets to record 

answers. For any trail, a focus or completion point such 

as revealing an answer or codeword may be used. This 

can be revealed or hidden through anagrams (rearranging 

or scrambled letters e.g. ‘snoil’ for ‘lions’), riddles, 

acrostics or the crossword clue approach (e.g. write 

in answers and in the shaded areas is your clue word). 

‘Lift the fl ap’ and ‘true or false’ fl aps to make fi nding 

the clue or answer more interactive. ‘Dungeons and 

Dragons’ or key trail approaches (“If you choose X … 

then go to point 5 …”) are more complicated to organise 

and follow. Similarly visitors can answer questions, 

fi nd facts and clues along the way or solve a clue to 

look for the location of a hidden answer (somewhere 

in the zoo such as behind or under something!). The 

less writing involved is generally the better option.  

Map reading and orienteering skills are also possible to 

introduce if the zoo map is divided up into grid squares 

and questions based on specifi c information which is 

not general knowledge (even down to dates and inscrip-

tions on memorial seats). Similarly, your existing animal 

information signs can be used as the source of infor-

mation if you are not allowed to clutter up your zoo 

park with ‘more signs’, however beautifully designed 

your trail boards might be. This is similar to a treasure 

or scavenger hunt and GPRS geo-caching (suitable if you 

have a very big zoo park!). These encourage people to 

visit different parts of the zoo and look at unfamiliar or 

less popular animals, as well as teaching both map and 

team-building skills. 

Don’t worry! You’ve done all this before… 

Tilden’s (1957) famous ‘Six Principles of Interpretation’ 

are relevant both to trails and normal zoo signage. 
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Get Lost!?  

Zoo self-guided trails can offer a cost effective ‘activity’ for visitors from a wide range of back-

grounds with inexpensive or reusable materials. Moreover, they can offer new ways of seeing the 

zoo throughout the year, providing a changing focus for repeat visitors and presenting serious 

conservation messages in an entertaining and interactive way. 

At Newquay Zoo, a wide range of self-guided activity trails have been run since 1996, winning a 

commendation for these in the BIAZA education awards in 2001.

by Mark Norr is   e d u c at i o n  o f f i c e r  |  n e w q u a y  z o o  |  u n i t e d  k i n g d o m

Developing Self-Guided Trails 
For The Zoo or Aquarium Public 

Darwin Trail plants sign (clue letter in top right hand corner). 
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Interpretive trails should, as Veverka (1998) summarises 

Tilden, ‘provoke, relate and reveal’ the message you 

want to communicate. Completing a trail and solving 

clues is one form of ‘revelation’. The dinosaur, lost 

explorer, plant hunter or turtle-eating pirate with a 

parrot on his shoulder are good imaginative ways (even 

useful guide characters) to communicate such serious 

and weighty issues as extinction, exploration, conser-

vation, biodiversity, hunting and habitat loss in a way 

that is designed to ‘provoke’ curiosity amongst or 

‘relate’ to the background interests of visitors. Wider 

issues of multicultural or gender balance can help to 

broaden the appeal to a varied audience. 

 

Many of the skills and design factors involved in 

setting up trails are shared with zoo signage and 

interpretation such as font, background colour and 

siting. However attractive an ‘olde worlde’ pirate trail 

in old handwriting script might appear, this is usually 

tiring on the eye or unreadable to many people. A little 

bit of atmosphere can be created by sparing use of 

unusual font styles. One style exception here is the 

hand drawn map of fantastic and fabulous journeys 

such as J.R.R. Tolkein’s The Hobbit, C.S. Lewis’ Narnia 

books or Treasure Island by R. L. Stevenson.   

By their very nature, trail signs are linked and spread 

out over a distance. It is often a good idea to avoid a 

set route that signs must be visited in as this creates 

crowd problems. Alternatively you can use a central 

point of the zoo as a ‘compass rose’ pictured on the 

ground to start and end each section of a trail. In linear 

sites such as an aquarium, visitor fl ow and crowd 

control are important here if you want to avoid people 

going against the fl ow to complete or check the trail. 

Older or movement impaired visitors might not enjoy 

crisscrossing your site or walking a huge distance. 

If we were planning a guided tour, we would have to 

consider these elements in person. A self-guided trail 

is little different. 

Levels or layers of trails can be adapted to different 

groups or audiences through picking out different 

elements on trail board signs to give the answer or the 

clue sheets can be changed over time to give renewed 

interest. 

Results 
Knowing more about your audience: 
Evaluation and ‘soft’ market research
Who is your trail designed for? Which target audience? 

Who is picking up, doing or purchasing your trails? 

Remember that we as zoo educators do not exist in our 

visitor profi le – what we fi nd interesting or wish to ‘tell’ 

visitors is not necessarily what they want to know. 

 

You can use prize draw information (name, gender, age 

and address, postcode) to develop broad visitor profi les 

for the purpose of matching trails to visitors, considering 

the appropriate level of language, relevance and attracti-

veness of theme. Work within the guidelines of your 

national data protection legislation for this ‘volunteered’ 

information, especially with young people’s details. Make 

it clear that you do not pass on or use this personal 

information for any other purpose, make results 

non-attributable and dispose of sheets responsibly.

The kind of information you can compile from trail 

sheets includes home origin e.g. local or out of area /

country), age and gender. Are trails taken up by local 

people or holidaymakers? Regular or fi rst time visitors? 

Are trails completed by more boys or girls? What is the 

age of the child (in the family) taking part?

More formal evaluation can involve coding the fi rst 100 

sheets given out or sold each day. How many of these 

sheets do you get back or are correctly completed? Do 

sheets need to be fully completed for them to yield 

valuable information? This is important when families 

are sharing the activity with easily tired young children. 

Check completed sheets in the fi rst trial days of a new 

Lost World Dinosaur trail, extinct Quagga link to our zebra enclosure. 
Trail sheet holders at zoo entrance.Trail sheet holders at zoo entrance.Lost World Dinosaur trail, extinct Quagga link to our zebra enclosure.Darwin Trail sheet for visitors.
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trail to make sure that it is not too complicated or 

confusing, seeing where and how people misinterpret 

clues, information and instructions. Soft evaluation 

and pre-testing also involves trying out the trail for a 

few days before its public launch. Other zoo staff can 

road-test new trails for you if they have not been 

involved in their creation. 

Once started, check for damage to the trail from time 

to time by walking the trail route, checking trail points 

and reviewing completed sheets. It is not only visitors 

who can accidentally or deliberately ‘spike’ a trail by 

removing panels. Maintenance teams have an uncanny 

habit of removing trail boards when painting or 

repairing fences and never putting them back. Always 

keep copies of trail signs, even simple photocopies, 

so that any missing or damaged signs can be quickly 

replaced or reprinted.  

 

A prize draw for entries and an attractive drop off space 

in your shop or volunteer station incentivise the visitor to 

complete the trail. Incentives range from simple stickers, 

certifi cates and colouring sheets to a prize draw for 

chocolate, shop goodies or books (the last three being 

easily posted). Well chosen prizes, a themed display in 

your zoo shop or display cases of linked objects around 

the zoo can be used to enhance the message of the trail, 

capitalise on interest (‘must buy a book on dinosaurs!’) 

or even conceal vital clues to complete the trail. 

Staff in costume, suitable posters and other forms of 

publicity all add to the sense of the launch and trail 

being an event worth visiting the zoo for or adding value 

and interest to regular visits. Exciting partnerships 

with other organisations such as museums or galleries 

are also possible such as the Darwin 200 celebrations.

Sources of ideas
When brainstorming themes for trails, look at the forth-

coming year(s) and developments in your zoo. Web 

resources such as event listings, ‘date-a-base’ type sites 

used by journalists (often subscription based) or free 

sites like Wikipedia are useful for looking up anniversaries. 

Use your own childhood library and also the children’s 

sections of bookshops and libraries. Keep a scrapbook 

or notebook of future ideas for trails. Past ideas or 

illustrations for Newquay Zoo trails have come from old 

cigarette or tea cards, stamps, Top Trumps fact and 

trading cards, Guinness world records, toy catalogues, 

games in children’s magazines, cereal packets, game and 

puzzle books, Christmas activity gift sets or annuals, and 

classic or topical fi lms (Nemo, Lion King, Madagascar, 

Indiana Jones, Harry Potter). Beware infringing copyright 

using illustrations such as Disney’s The Jungle Book or 

other licensed characters. Other sources of inspiration 

are online games or other zoo, museum and galleries’ 

trails and games. Board games (both good, bad and 

boring) once celebrated or cashed in on topical events 

and also passed on instruction and information, 

especially on an otherwise dull Sunday. The play element 

is important; hopefully, visitors might not realise 

playfully that they are learning something. Once out of 

new ideas, revisit and update successful past trails as 

dinosaurs, explorers or pirates never go out of fashion.

Conclusions: Why do visitors like trails?
I remember a group of traveller children who were 

outside normal schooling and visiting a zoo for the 

fi rst time. They were energetically following a self-

guided trail with real rivalry to complete it before 

Celebrity magazine style trail board on clipboard holder. Scouting Trail on clipboard.

Dinosaur display case with hidden clues and trail information.

Starlight trail – animal constellation ‘Wolf’ (for EAZA Carnivore Campaign)
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others, some almost bribing me to give them pointers. 

In the past trail signs have gone missing, perhaps to 

spike the chances of others completing them and 

entering a prize draw, so signs need to be securely 

placed. At other times, parents have been unable to 

leave the zoo until their child has completed the trail. 

Whilst trails can be too complex and clues too well 

hidden, good trails offer:

– Value added to your zoo visit, especially if the trail 

is free

– Completion and closure 

– ‘Something to do’ and an informal learning objective 

– Competition and lure of possible prize draw entry

However if your trail is confusing, damaged or incom-

plete, you can reverse the positive factors above – 

you’ve lost zoo friends and happy customers.  

Possible reasons for offering trails or certain themes 

include:  

– To fulfi l learning or curriculum objectives 

– Communicating conservation and education 

mission statements of the zoo in  an unfamiliar way 

– Through simple evaluation, to learn more about 

your zoo visitors.

– To support fundraising  and awareness raising parts 

of campaign objectives (e.g. WAZA Year of The Frog 

campaign).

Author Contact Details:  Mark  Nor r i s  |  mark .nor r i s@newquayzoo .o rg .uk
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TWENTY POPULAR TRAIL TOPICS 

1.  Dodos, dinosaurs and dragons: endangered ‘ last chance to 

see’ animals or animal constellations, mythical animals, 

heraldic and other fabulous beasts. 

 Unusual trai l  subjects and signs can be imaginatively sited 

next to animals with which they have some loose connection 

e.g. extinct Quagga sign next to zebra, mythical Unicorn sign 

next to antelope, Mermaid sign next to your zoo lake.    

2.  Topical events such as world sporting events featuring flags, facts 

and participants from around the world or ‘animal athletes’ , 

Chinese New Year, solar Ecl ipses and state occasions.

3.  Multicultural and historical themes ranging from Greeks to 

Victorians, explorers, the history of zoos, symbolism and 

portrayal of animals (art,  habitats,  animals, beliefs).

4.  EAZA, IZE or WAZA Campaign l inks. 

5.  Continents, areas or countries (Madagascar, Africa) through 

their f lags, stamps, currencies or national animals and plants.

6.  Habitats (rainforests, deserts) and travels, explorers and pirates 

7.  Specif ic animal focus e.g. t iger, turtle, penguins, nocturnal 

animals or carnivores 

8.  Animal groups ranging from ‘mammals’ to famil ies 

(e.g. rodents) and collective nouns for groups of animals.

9.  Creative arts – poetry, art trai ls,  recycled metal sculpture 

trai ls,  l i teracy and numeracy. 

10.  Zoo Poo trai ls – animal dung, compost, wildl i fe gardening, 

native species, sustainabil i ty and (how to be) environmentally 

fr iendly trai ls. 

11. Colour, pattern and camouflage based trai ls 

12.  Unusual local personalit ies, folk tales, animal stories and  

Halloween ghost stories. 

13.  Plant or tree trai ls including plant hunters and discoverers / 

introductions, plant lore. 

14.  Preschool and young zoologists trai l :  colours, shapes, basic 

l i teracy and numeracy (How many can you see?)

15.  Comparisons trai ls How are animals l ike humans? What have 

we learned from animals?  What can spies learn from animals? 

How animal areas relate to or have similarit ies with detectives, 

secret agents, CSI,  army, navy and air forces past and present. 

16.  Languages, travel phrases and animal names in French, 

Spanish, Cornish, Swahil i…

17.  Bushcraft ski l ls ,  sun safety, survival t ips, paw prints and 

spooring trai ls (Mystery animal?)

18.  Anniversaries – Christmas (pantomime animals),  Easter (egg) 

trails, birthdays (zoo birthdays, centenaries, animal birthdays), 

Darwin 200 or a ‘Zoo history’ tour of photographs of the 

changing zoo through time. 

19.  Uniformed organisations (brownies, guides, cubs, scouts) 

– activity badge related trai ls. 

20.  Sensory (Special Needs) trai ls featuring ‘ look, l isten, touch 

points’ around your zoo of noisy animals, birdsong, interesting 

tree or plant textures and naturally smelly animal areas. 
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CHECKLIST: TEN CRITICAL FACTORS FOR FAILURE 
1.  How many trai l  clues is too many? (10 to 12 in practice 

is probably enough)2.  Is the trai l  (physically) accessible? (Disabil i ty discrimination factors here!) 3. Is the trai l  board and trai l  sheet print or font size too 
small ,  off-putting or too complicated to read?4.  How long does the trai l  take to physically walk around 

and complete? (Don’t test this yourself as you know the answers, routes and your zoo site). 5.  Can visitors vandalise or ‘spike’ the trai l  by removing 
boards or clues? 

6.  Can keepers and curators inadvertently ‘spike’ the trai l 
by moving animals or wil l  sections of the zoo become 
inaccessible as building work happens?7.  Can people guess the answer without doing too much 

or any of the trai l?8.  Can animals ‘spike’ the trai l  by inconveniently dying or wil l  plants be visible or in bloom for al l  the t ime a 
plant trai l  be running??9.  Are the relevant trai l  sign boards easily dist inguished 

from other zoo sign boards or other trai l  boards if  you 
have several trai ls running at a t ime? 10.  Does the trai l  have wide and long running relevance to visitors or wil l  i t  be too topical and quickly soon passé? (Christmas, Olympics etc) 


